Tell me what you collect...
Standing order for Swiss postage stamps
Set including miniature sheet
1. **Set including miniature sheet**

The individual stamp is the basis of your collection. A set refers to all postage stamps newly issued by Swiss Post in the course of a year. You keep your postage stamps in special albums. You may decide to keep mint and cancelled postage stamps separately. With this standing order you’ll receive your new stamps, securely packed, on each issue date.

---

**Miniature sheet**

The miniature sheet is an extremely attractive composition of one or several stamps. The entire picture can only be seen as long as the individual stamps and frame are intact.
Set of blocks of four, sheet of stamps, stamp booklet
2 Set of blocks of four
We send you each new stamp as a block of four.

3 Sheet of stamps
You wish to receive each stamp as a full sheet.

5 Stamp booklet
These gems usually contain the same motif in a variety of forms and feature one set comprising one or several stamps.
4 Sheetlet
The sheetlet differs from the regular sheet in that it also features a tasteful frame.

4a Sheetlet on FDC
The miniature sheet is also available on a first day cover. The artistic design or photograph on the envelope refers to the particular event of the issue date.
Year set, single stamp and block of four on first-day cover
6 Year set with first-day covers (FDC)
Each new set of stamps, featuring one or several stamps, is affixed to an envelope with an artistic design or photograph. Like the stamps, the decoration refers to the particular event of the issue. The envelope also bears the corresponding first-day cancellation.

7 Single stamp on first-day cover (U1)
This standing order takes into account the same wish as for number 6, but places each stamp in the set on a separate envelope.

8 Block of four on first-day cover (U4)
As with number 2, we punctually deliver all new stamps as a block of four, but here they are cancelled on the attractive first-day cover.
Is it important for you to know which motif relates to which event. The folder/collection sheet is numbered consecutively within the same set, features the name of the artist who designed the motif and tells you about the printing method used.
Postcard, picture postcard and maximum card
The select illustrations refer to the history and future of Switzerland and are part of the tapestry of stories and pictures woven by stamps each year.

True to its name, the card and stamp images and the cancellation form a whole in a large-scale format. A standing order that guarantees a complete collection of unforgettable moments.
Pre-franked envelope and souvenir
12 Pre-franked envelope
Practical envelopes with preprinted, colourful stamps in a variety of designs. Not only simple to use but a delight to collect, whether mint or cancelled.

13 Souvenir
A very special reminder: each year sees a stamp commemorating an outstanding event. Such occasions are recorded with a few key words in a special booklet which agree in philatelic terms with the current issue. With a standing order you’re sure not to miss out on these multilingual treasures.
Year book of Swiss stamps
Year book of Swiss stamps
Your collection grows each year by 35–50 new Swiss postage stamps. That’s not enough. You know that each of these stamps has a story to tell about natural or cultural history and conveys a report on topical and future events in Switzerland. Of course you don’t want to miss out. Not only will you derive greater enjoyment from fellow collectors, but you can also inspire non-philatelists with your far-reaching interest and the depth of your passion for stamps. And that is precisely what makes the year book such a valuable gift.
Year set and year set with first-day covers (FDC)
For you, having a complete collection is important. Because you manage your free time carefully and don’t want to run the risk of missing one of the new stamps issued, you take out a standing order for the neatly arranged «Year Set» display card. At the end of each year your postal carrier will deliver the complete collection of all Swiss postage stamps issued in the course of the year to your home.

Year set with first-day covers (FDC)
The first-day covers, with their distinctive designs and elaborate cancellations, can certainly compete with a picture postcard. This collection will round out the world of stamps for you.
Special postmarks
17 Special postmarks on addressed letter
Take out a standing order for special postmarks with addresses. Swiss Post will select a postage stamp appropriate for the event and cancellation. The envelope also features a corresponding design or picture.

18 Special postmark on unaddressed letter
This standing order takes the same wish into account as in the previous case, but without the address.

19 Special postmark on unaddressed card
You’re interested in the essentials, i.e. the variety of the cancellations. That’s why this standing order is just the thing for you.
Publicity postmark
20 Publicity postmark on addressed letter
Allow your attention to be drawn to the values of our country’s municipalities through cancellations and pictures.

21 Publicity postmark on unaddressed letter
The album or file you use for these letters also serves as a reference work, for instance for ideas for holiday destinations.

22 Publicity postmark on unaddressed card
You are familiar with the geography and history of our country or wish to be surprised by the sights to visit in Swiss towns and cities.